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A running list of what I have read, what I am reading, and what I would like to read. As before, entries that I will not have time to read have been struck through.

Works Read


Bell, Ian A. Defoe’s Fiction. London: Croom Holm, 1985. Print. [Ch. 5, ‘Roxana, Scandal and ‘Tragedy’ (153–88) and ‘Conclusion: Novels and Romances’ (189–97).]


1. Short titles are given as per MLA format; long titles (in brackets) are given as they appear on the full-title pages of the respective works, excepting only that the usage of italics, all-caps, and all small-caps has been regularised. (Except in the case of the Westminster Confession, words in all small-caps are assumed to be in lower case, except when following terminal punctuation.) In cases where more than three booksellers are given on the title page, only the first is listed, followed by ‘et al.’
———. Moll Flanders. [The Fortunes and Misfortunes Of the Famous Moll Flan-
ders, &c. Who was Born in Newgate, and during a Life of continu’d Variety for
Threescore Years, besides her Childhood, was Twelve Year a Whore, five times a
Wife (whereof once to her own Brother) [,] Twelve Year a Thief, Eight Year a
Transported Felon in Virginia, at last grew Rich, liv’d Honest, and died a Penitent,
Written from her own Memorandums.] London: W. Chetwood and T. Edling
The World’s Classics.

———. Roxana. [Roxana,] The Fortunate Mistress[,] or, a History of the Life and
Vast Variety of Fortunes of Mademoiselle de Beleau, afterwards called the Countess
de Wintelsheim in Germany[,] Being the Person known by the Name of the Lady

———. Serious Reflections. [Serious Reflections during the Life And Surprising
Adventures of Robinson Crusoe: with his Vision of the Angelick World. London: W.

———. The Storm. [The Storm: or, a Collection Of the most Remarkable Casual-
ties and Disasters Which happen’d in the Late Dreadful Tempest, both by Sea and
Classics. [Inc. The Lay-Man’s Sermon upon the Late Storm; Held forth at an
Honest Coffee-House-Contenticle (1704) and The Storm. An Essay (1704).]

Dijkstra, Bram. Defoe and Econometrics: The Fortunes of Roxana in the History of

Fraser, Rebecca. The Story of Britain: From the Romans to the Present: A Narra-
as A People’s History of Britain.][Chs. dealing with the period from James I to
George II (313–448).]

Lee, William. Daniel Defoe: His Life and Recently Discovered Writings, Extending

Leith, John H. Assembly at Westminster: Reformed Theology in the Making. Atlanta:


**Current Reading**


**Further Reading**


Clarendon, Hugh. *A New and Authentic History of England*. [A New and Authentic History of England: from the Remotest Period of Intelligence to the Close of the Year 1767, containing A particular and circumstantial Account of Every interesting Occurrence, and memorable Character relative to the Annals of Great Britain, both at Home and Abroad; particularly, Its Origin; the Progress of its Empire, Laws, civil and Religious Establishments; its various Operations naval and military; Anecdotes of the Transactions of the most celebrated Personages who have dis-


———. A New Family Instructor: [A New Family Instructor; in Familiar Discourses between a Father and his Children, On the most Essential Points of the Christian Religion. In Two Parts. Part I. Containing a Father’s Instructions to his Son upon his going to Travel into Popish Countries; And to the rest of his Children, on his Son’s turning Papist, confirming them in the Protestant Religion, against the Absurdities of Popery. Part II. Instructions against the Three Grand Errors of the Times; Viz. 1. Asserting the Divine Authority of the Scripture, against the Deists. 2. Proofs, that the Messiah is already come, &c; against the Atheists and Jews. 3. Asserting the Divinity of Jesus Christ, that he was really the Same with the Messiah, and that the Messiah was to be really God; against our Modern Heretics. With a Poem upon the Divine Nature of Jesus Christ, in Blank Verse.] London: T. Warner, 1727. Ed. W. R. Owens. London: Pickering, 2006. Print. Vol. 3 of Religious and Didactic Writings of Daniel Defoe. 10 vols. 2006–07. The Pickering Masters: The Works of Daniel Defoe. Owens and P[hilip] N[icholas] Furbank, gen. eds. 44 vols. 2000–09.


*Westminster Confession of Faith.* [The Confession of Faith [and] The Larger and Shorter Catechisms, with the Scripture Proofs at large, together with the Sum of Saving Knowledge (contained in the Holy Scriptures, and held forth in the said Confession and Catechisms,) and Practical Use thereof; Covenants, National and Solemn League; Acknowledgement of Sins, and Engagement to Duties; Directories for Publick and Family Worship; Form of Church Government, etc. of Publick Author-
Further Reading (Essays and Book
Chapters Dealing with Roxana)


Maddox, James H. ‘On Defoe’s *Roxana*.’ Lund 266–75.


Other Possible Reading


**Other Possible Reading (Essays and Book Chapters)**
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